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V. 
 
Patterns of survival: 
Multi-source financing 
of cultural and creative 
industries in Poland

Anna Wójcik

Beware the ancient condition of art: to be slave to the powerful and be content in 
this predicament1

/Artur Żmijewski, Polish contemporary artist, curator of the 7th Berlin Biennale/

Creative industries is a major industrial sector encompassing commercially viable fields 
from music, filmmaking, publishing, exposition making and the performing and visual arts 
to crafts and design, fashion, architecture and IT. This chapter presents examples of indi-
viduals and organizations introducing alternatives to established models of predominantly 
public funding and support in selected sectors of cultural production in Poland. The unit of 
analysis, which appears to be particularly suited for investigations on this topic, is Warsaw, 
a creative cluster developing into a bona fide cultural capital of East Central Europe.2

This discussion is timely in the current challenging climate of faltering economies and aus-
terity policies advocated across the European Union. According to dominant cultural policy 
discourse, the future of culture and creative industries financing in EU lies in a more di-
versified set of funding prospects, enhanced private spending on arts and crafts through 
a variety of means and promotion of the ethos of entrepreneurialism among cultural pro-
ducers, all in an effort to bring about more resilience, versatility and economic sustainabil-
ity in cultural and creative industries.

Though highly diverse and operating in a broader ecology of practices, these neoliberal ori-
entations, or strategies, hold a certain family resemblance: reduced government spending, 
promotion of decentralized public-private partnerships, focus on innovation and leverag-
ing of new technologies, increased self-responsibility and productivity of cultural producers 
operating mostly, but not exclusively, in an urban context.3

On the other hand, strong state cultural policy does not equate to direct or indirect public 
subsidies alone. A state can act more proactively, putting creative industries at the core of 
a country’s development strategy, creating a supportive ecosystem for cultural producers 
and private donors by means of tax incentives and advancing relationship brokering be-
tween big business and startup entrepreneurs.

1 Żmijewski, A., Pomiędzy, “Krytyka Polityczna” 9. 09. 2008, accessed 6. 02. 2016, http://www.krytykapolityczna.
pl/TekstypozaKP/ZmijewskiPomiedzy/menuid−76.html

2 Wilder, Charly, 36 Hours in Warsaw, Poland, “The New York Times“ 23. 12. 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2015/12/22/travel/what-to-do-in−36-hours-in-warsaw-poland.html, accessed 6. 02. 2016

3 Compare with: Kelly Moore, Daniel Lee Kleinman, David Hess and Scott Frickel. (2011). Science and Neoliberal 
Globalization: A Political Sociological Approach, Theory and Society, 40:505–532

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/12/22/travel/what-to-do-in-36-hours-in-warsaw-poland.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/12/22/travel/what-to-do-in-36-hours-in-warsaw-poland.html
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Traditional models
The debate on the political economy of cultural production has been shaped by discordant 
narratives on the suitable condition of artists and prerequisites for creativity and innova-
tion. The first binary is the figure of the “court painter,” the artist of the state, contrasted 
with the impoverished, yet independent genius. The second opposition is fueled by peren-
nial discussion about whether new ideas and inventions are more likely to originate under 
pressure (survival of the fittest); or, conversely, in a more cushioned, privileged environ-
ment. Finally, what is the best incentive for innovation – state interventionist policies or the 
unregulated market? Informed by the latter theoretical distinction, we may distinguish the 
following ideal models of culture and creative industries financing:

• predominantly state funding (exemplified by the European welfare state model)
• state-private funding (PPP, public private partnership)
• private funding (represented by the US culture of philanthropy and legacy fund-

ing)

Aside from that, it is worth noting the not-so-new phenomenon of commercialization of 
artistic production, closely interlinked with the ethos of entrepreneurialism, and, on the 
other side of the ideological spectrum, an autarky of self-funded artistic communes or 
collectives. Of course, a substantial caveat is necessary: in practice these models usually 
mix and overlap.

In the case of 2010s Poland, the ‘traditional approach’ to culture financing emphasizes the 
relatively interventionist role of the state by means of direct or indirect subsidies to cultural 
producers, with a recognized need of additional, extramural funding. In addition to the 
national, regional, and local subsidies, as well as institutionalized art support by means 
of arts councils, funds, residencies, scholarships, and awards systems, alternative models 
of funding are diversifying the Polish culture industry support model. In this study, cultural 
entrepreneurialism, corporate social responsibility and culture patronage, as well as crowd 
funding, are discussed in more detail.

The portrait of artist as entrepreneur
Hitherto in Poland, pecuniary success in cultural industries has been perceived fairly neg-
atively by the public opinion, with a particular mixture of envy and derision. In popular 
imagination, art producers are still expected to work primarily for the art’s sake or for 
the eternal glory. Consequently, artists who achieved commercial success, for example 

sculptor Mirosław Bałka or top-selling painter Wilhelm Sasnal (his series Smoking Girls was 
auctioned for $457‚676 in 2001, the highest prize achieved for the work of a living Polish 
artist4), have preserved sophisticatedly understated personal aesthetics.

Cultural workers admitting financial struggles are sympathized with, while top grossing lit-
erary celebrities are derided for attempts to further commercialize their activities. To illus-
trate the latter, a writer, Kaja Malanowska, made headlines for receiving a mere 6‚800 PLN 
(around 1‚500 EUR) for copyrights of a book she had been writing for 16 months,5 whereas 
critically acclaimed and bestselling writer Szczepan Twardoch was ridiculed in social and 
traditional media for becoming the face of a luxury car brand.6

These examples showcase the polarization of social positions occupied by cultural produc-
ers, from precarious workers to heftily remunerated celebrities. The phenomenon has been 
extensively discussed in an ever-expanding body of academic literature,7 and has also 
been pronounced in political struggles, including efforts to unionize cultural producers and 
improve their economic standing in the framework of state welfare schemes.

At the same time, a much-discussed trend of neoliberal governance model in science and 
education has its counterpart in the sphere of cultural production, and is epitomized by the 
concept of cultural entrepreneurship.8

Startup culture
An urban legend states that Mateusz Morawiecki, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Development in the cabinet of Beata Szydło, remarked that “the best ideas happen over 

4 Gliński, M., 10 Most Expensive Artworks From Poland, “Culture.pl” 23. 10. 2015, http://culture.pl/en/arti-
cle/10-most-expensive-auctioned-artworks-from-poland, accessed 6. 02. 2016

5 Kubryńska, S., Jak zostać pisarzem i nie zarobić na tym ani grosza (How to become a writer and 
don’t earn a penny), “Wysokie Obcasy” 13. 03. 2013, http://www.wysokieobcasy.pl/wysokie-obca-
sy/1‚96856‚15617023‚Jak_zostac_pisarzem_i_nie_zarobic_na_tym_ani_grosza.html?disableRedirects=true, 
accessed 6. 02. 2016

6 Niemczyńska, M., Twardoch ambasadorem Mercedesa (Twardoch, the Mercedes Ambassador), “Gazeta 
Wyborcza “11. 07. 2015, http://wyborcza.pl/magazyn/1‚146874‚18340925‚pisarz-nie-wiedzmin-zasad-miec-nie-
musi.html, accessed 6. 02. 2016

7 Chmielewska, K., Szreder, K., and Żukowski, T. (Eds.). (2009). Czytanki dla robotników sztuki: kultura nie dla 
zysku. Fundacja Bęc Zmiana., Sowa, J. (Eds.) (2012). Wieczna radość: ekonomia polityczna społecznej kreaty-
wności, Fundacja Bęc Zmiana

8 Towse, R. (Ed.). (2011).  A handbook of cultural economics. Edward Elgar Publishing, p.154

http://culture.pl/en/article/10-most-expensive-auctioned-artworks-from-poland
http://culture.pl/en/article/10-most-expensive-auctioned-artworks-from-poland
http://www.wysokieobcasy.pl/wysokie-obcasy/1,96856,15617023,Jak_zostac_pisarzem_i_nie_zarobic_na_tym_ani_grosza.html?disableRedirects=true
http://www.wysokieobcasy.pl/wysokie-obcasy/1,96856,15617023,Jak_zostac_pisarzem_i_nie_zarobic_na_tym_ani_grosza.html?disableRedirects=true
http://wyborcza.pl/magazyn/1,146874,18340925,pisarz-nie-wiedzmin-zasad-miec-nie-musi.html
http://wyborcza.pl/magazyn/1,146874,18340925,pisarz-nie-wiedzmin-zasad-miec-nie-musi.html
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vodka” at the opening of Google Campus Warsaw in November 2015.9 The adage holds 
true not only because this startup hub is located in the former vodka factory in the gen-
trified Warsaw district of Praga, but also because of the sheer number and clout of bot-
tom-up cultural initiatives springing in the private-owned nightlife staples of the Polish 
capital. The trend is nothing but new, as coffeehouse and bar culture has long fuelled 
Central Europe’s creative thought.10 Undeniably, much of the most progressive artistic 
and social innovation in the 2000s started in establishment including bars Le Madame, 
Chłodna 25, Nowy Wspaniały Świat (Brave New World), BLOK Bar or in the vicinity of Plac 
Zbawiciela (Saviours Square). However, this traditional model of vodka-fuelled urban cul-
ture is now sharing a “cool factor” with a more and more pronounced startup approach 
to funding culture.

Models of accelerators and hubs appear unorthodox in the context of the arts. However, 
cultural producers have traditionally embraced mentoring, peer-to-peer learning, working 
with people with diverse skillsets and mindsets and networking in shared workspaces. Isn’t 
“angel investor” a contemporary rendering of an old-and-tested arts patronage? Histor-
ically, the notion of artist as a solitary and impoverished prodigy coexisted with a model 
of skilled artisan, a business and marketing savvy professional. Tellingly, the workshops of 
Rembrandt or Caravaggio have contemporary equivalents in studios of Marina Abramović 
or Ai Weiwei. While the creatives of yesteryear gathered in guilds and associations, today 
they network in clusters, such as the Polish Śląski Klaster Dizajnu, Klaster Biz-Art and LAB-
Desing in Kielce.11

A novelty today is that culture producers are additionally encouraged to change attitudes 
towards risk-taking, while being more open to multinational collaboration and forming 
direct partnerships with industry, and being experienced in personal branding and PR ac-
tivities across various digital platforms. The main risk for the quality of cultural production 
crafted in this framework is asymmetrical industry advantage and the pressure to produce 
potentially marketable and scalable art, but there are also considerable opportunities.

More and more cultural producers in Poland relinquish the old model of exclusive state sub-
sidy. Between 2012 and 2015, Czosnek Studio led the way for a more entrepreneurial bunch 

9 Sawicki, A., Google campus is open, and a coffeehouse lies at its heart, “Mam Start-up“20. 11. 2015, http://
mamstartup.pl/wydarzenie/7729/google-campus-warsaw-juz-otwarty-jego-sercem-jest-kawiarnia, accessed 
6. 02. 2016

10 See Mencwel J., and Wiśniewski J., (2011) Stolik zarezerwowany. Kontrkulturowe kawiarnie Warszawy 1825–1989 
[“Table is reserved. Counter-culture coffehouses of Warsaw from 1825 to 1989”], “Stocznia”

11 Klastry w sektorach kreatywnych – motory rozwoju miast i regionów [Clusters in creative sectors – the motors 
of development in cities and regions], ed. Stanisław Szutka, Polska Agencja Rozwoju Przedsiębiorczości, War-
saw 2012 http://www.parp.gov.pl/files/74/81/545/14674.pdf, accessed 6. 02. 2016

of the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts graduates. Its founders — artists Tymoteusz Borowski, 
Rafał Dominik and Katarzyna Przezwańska — established a design studio aiming at pop-
ularizing art and profiting from a variety of commissions from private and public institu-
tions, including the ING bank and the Polish Agency for Entrepreneurship (PARP). Czosnek 
Studio rejected the idea of art autonomy and modeled themselves on a legendary Art-
ists Cooperative ‘ŁAD’ established in Warsaw in 1926,12 which focused on applied arts and 
design. What distinguished them from other collectives of arts graduates in Poland was 
their proactive, market-friendly approach, and ability to venture out outside art or graphic 
design to provide versatile services for a niche market. For example, in collaboration with 
Zachęta National Gallery of Arts, they produced a series of infographics, visual tags, and 
animated videos explaining the logic of the contemporary art world to general audiences.

The School of Form, a private higher school of design established in 2011 in the city of 
Poznań exemplifies a new approach to art academy-industry relations. It offers BA degrees 
in Fashion, Industrial, Domestic, and Communication Design, catering to Polish and inter-
national students, especially from Russian-speaking countries of the EU Eastern Partner-
ship. The establishment stresses the importance of marketing and business skills for young 
designers and boasts an impressive roster of industry collaborations, including the Swedish 
furniture giant IKEA, kitchen appliances producer Amica and car manufacturer Skoda.13

Another apt example of academia-market linkage is the Department of Fashion Design 
at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts. Established in 2014, it immerses its students in the 
reality of fashion production and marketing. This strategy brings considerable success, as 
students’ projects are regularly featured in fashion spreads in Polish magazines and aspir-
ing designers land internships in ateliers of the global industry leaders, including the studios 
of Marc Jacobs and Alexander McQueen.14

Grażyna Kulczyk, the richest Polish female entrepreneur, art collector and promoter is the 
initiator and benefactor of the accelerator program Art & Fashion Forum, which celebrated 
its 8th edition in 2015.15 The event is promoted as an “education and inspiration program,” 
offering free lectures and debates for the general public, as well as dedicated design and 
management workshops, including a startup workshop, and scholarship and internship 
schemes.

12 Świątkowska, B., Zróbcie mi z tego rzeczywistość, “Notes na 6. Tygodni” http://www.beczmiana.pl/532‚zrob-
cie_mi_z_tego_rzeczywistosc.html, accessed 6. 02. 2016

13 http://www.sof.edu.pl/, accessed 6. 02. 2016

14 Kaźmierczak, O., Gdzie w Polsce studiować modę, „Fashion Post” 12. 03. 2015, http://fashionpost.pl/gdzie-w-
polsce-studiowac-mode/, accessed 6. 02. 2016

15 http://starybrowar5050.com/AFF/en/, accessed 6. 02. 2016

http://www.parp.gov.pl/files/74/81/545/14674.pdf
http://www.beczmiana.pl/532,zrobcie_mi_z_tego_rzeczywistosc.html
http://www.beczmiana.pl/532,zrobcie_mi_z_tego_rzeczywistosc.html
http://www.sof.edu.pl/
http://fashionpost.pl/gdzie-w-polsce-studiowac-mode/
http://fashionpost.pl/gdzie-w-polsce-studiowac-mode/
http://starybrowar5050.com/AFF/en/
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Farewell to a largely conceptual distinction between non-commercial arts and commercial 
crafts. In reality, artistic, social and commercial activities are blurred. This is epitomized 
by not-for-profit organization that supports artistic and cultural activities and publishing 
house Fundacja Nowej Kultury Bęc Zmiana (Foundation for New Culture Bęc Zmiana), 
which largely supports its pro-bono activities thanks to a successful retail practice. In its 
premises, located at Mokotowska Street in downtown Warsaw, the home of many local 
designer and luxury brands, Bęc Zmiana, offers radical manifestos with fancy covers, home 
ware, and gadgets designed by new Polish middle-class favorite illustrators.16

Corporate social responsibility 
and arts patronage
The interest of private companies in local cultural and creative industries promotion as part 
of Corporate Social Responsibility schemes is on the rise in Poland, showcasing the coun-
try is not immune to global trends in culture financing. Global financial institutions have 
devised art funding schemes since the 1970s, sponsoring arts from marketing budgets or 
community investment budgets. Ideally, private firms would contribute not exclusively to 
funding, but also expertise, such as leadership thinking and commercial skills.

Investment in culture is a token of prestige and nowadays seemingly no political and eco-
nomic conference in Poland can do without a panel on culture-business cooperation.17 
Among the most generous arts sponsors, there are public and private companies from min-
ing and energy industries (KGHM Polska Miedź, Fundacja Tauron, Fundacja PGNiG), petrol 
retailers (Orlen), construction services (Fundacja Cemex) and trade (Fundacja TESCO). 
For example, National Theatre and Opera is supported by a diversified group of corporate 
benefactors including the local investment fund, a German car manufacturer, a Japanese 
luxury cosmetics brand, a medical care center and a major Polish petrol retailer.18

In 2013, Jeronimo Martins Polska, the owner of the biggest discount chain in Poland, in 
cooperation with Open Arts Projetc Foundation, opened an “Art Area” (“Dział ze sztuką”19) 
in its market in Otwock, a 50‚000 inhabitant town 23 km southeast of Warsaw.20 The town 

16 Michalska, D., Widma awangardy, “Szum” 23. 07. 2014, http://magazynszum.pl/krytyka/widma-awangardy, 
accessed 6. 02. 2016

17 Hausner, J. (2013). Kultura jako stymulator kreatywności i innowacyjności w regionie (podsumowanie panelu 
dyskusyjnego na XXII Forum Ekonomicznym w Krynicy-Zdroju, 2012), Narodowe Centrum Kultury

18 http://teatrwielki.pl/dzialalnosc/partnerzy-i-sponsorzy/, accessed 6. 02. 2016

19 The documentation of the project is available at https://www.facebook.com/dzial.ze.sztuka, accessed 
6. 02. 2016

20 http://raportcsr.pl/dzial-ze-sztuka-w-biedronce/, accessed 6. 02. 2016

is also a hometown of Mirosław Bałka, an internationally renowned contemporary Polish 
sculptor and video artist and professor of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, who had 
previously collaborated with the company. The project was supported by the National Li-
brary and Zachęta Gallery of Modern Arts in Warsaw, among others, and focused on ed-
ucational aspect of arts. For two weeks, artists, curators, art historians and city activists, 
together with residents of Otwock, pondered if and how contemporary art resonated with 
those challenges faced by clients of the chain. The initiative has not been continued. While 
located outside of the capital and other major art centers, “Art Area” was a result of co-
operation between established players in cultural and business fields. However, it succeeds 
at also including local NGOs. Overall, it was an example of how business ventures out to 
educational activities and activities promoting social cohesion in communities. So far, it is 
regarded as a precedent rather than a new standard in Polish CSR.

It has become commonplace for financial institutions to channel funds into contempo-
rary art support schemes. ING Bank boasts an impressive collection of contemporary art 
established in 2000,21 Deutsche Bank sponsors Spojrzenia Art Prize for emerging artists 
in collaboration with Zachęta National Gallery of Art22 and Bank Pekao sponsors Project 
Room in the Center of Contemporary Arts in Warsaw,23 to showcase a few initiatives. This 
is overall not surprising, given an increased pressure on companies to engage with the 
communities and the shattered image of the financial sector due to the 2008 crisis and 
the Swiss franc mortgages crisis, which hit Polish homeowners in 2015. To compare, car 
manufacturer Huyndai has paid 5 million pounds for 11-years sponsorship of London’s Tate 
Modern’s Turbine Hall.24 Again, this is a quite traditional form of arts support, a practice 
long-established in Western Europe, which flourished in Poland only in the last decades and 
in this regard may be perceived as ‘novel’ or ‘alternative’ in the context of East Central 
Europe.

The legacy funding culture is also developing, albeit on a slower pace. As of 2016, the big-
gest private donation in Poland was of the late entrepreneur Jan Kulczyk, frequently named 
“the richest men in Poland,” who donated 20 million PLN (around 4‚6 million EUR) to 
POLIN The Museum of The History of Polish Jews in 2012.25

21 http://ingart.pl/pl, accessed 6. 02. 2016

22 http://zacheta.art.pl/pl/spojrzenia/spojrzenia−2015, accessed 6. 02. 2016

23 http://www.pekao.com.pl/o_banku/odpowiedzialnosc/zaangazowanie/PROJECT_ROOM, accessed 6. 02. 2016

24 Rustin, S., and Arnett, G.: The sponsorship files: who funds our biggest arts institutions, “The Guardian” 
2. 03. 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2015/mar/02/arts-corporate-sponsorship-tate-british-mu-
seum, accessed 6. 02. 2016

25 http://www.polin.pl/en/news/2015/07/29/dr-jan-kulczyk-a-distinguished-donor-and-friend-of-polin-museum, 
accessed 6. 02. 2016
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Crowdfunding,26 or with a little help from my friends

The digital revolution impacts the content, production, promotion and consumption of 
cultural goods and practices. Many cultural producers are unabashedly embracing recent 
technological developments. Considerable resources are flowing into art and cultural proj-
ects in Poland thanks to peer-to-peer (p2p) platforms and other online marketplaces help 
to escape traditional middlemen and give new tools for fundraising. Crowdfunding is grow-
ing into one of the most popular alternative vehicles for financing cultural projects. Global 
platforms Kickstarter and Indiegogo share the market with local ones established since 
2011 – Polakpotrafi.pl (Pole can do it), Wspieramkulture.pl (I support culture), Wspieramto.
pl (“I support this”) and Megatotal.pl27, to name just a few.28

According to their website, from to 2012 to 2016 Polakpotrafi.pl gathered 10‚892‚452 PLN 
(2‚449‚712 EUR) for 2‚095 projects.29 Among the highest funded projects in the history 
of crowdfunding in Poland are an anti-hate speech social campaign Hejtoholik, which 
amassed spectacular 600 000 PLN (134‚820 EUR)30 and a public collection for the eldest 
soccer clubs in Poland, Wisła Kraków, 823‚129 PLN (185‚286 EUR).31

However, as an alternative financing model, crowdfunding is also a promising tool for both 
breakthrough artists and established performers wishing to bypass traditional middlemen 
in cultural industry and access their audiences and prospective customers more directly.

In November 2014, Wspieramkulture.pl organized the first Crowd Festival, a one-day event 
celebrating cultural crowdfunding, which combined workshops with entertainment.32 One 
of the presenters was Karolina Czarnecka, a breakthrough pop sensation, whose interpre-
tation of the Tiger Lillies’ song “Heroin and Cocaine” during Art Song Festival in Opole was 
viewed more than 19 million times on YouTube.33 Subsequently, Czarnecka raised 36 000 
PLN (around 8‚100 EUR) on Polakpotrafi.pl for a professional music video for the song.34

26 For more on crowdfunding in Central Europe see: Staszkiewicz M., Zubicek M., eds. (2014). Crowdfunding 
Visegrad, Aspen Institute Prague

27 Galuszka, P., and Bystrov, V. (2014). Crowdfunding: A case study of a new model of financing music produc-
tion. Journal of Internet Commerce, 13(3–4), 233–252

28 http://legalnakultura.pl/pl/legalne-zrodla/crowdfunding?page=2, accessed 6. 02. 2016

29 https://polakpotrafi.pl/, data retrieved 6. 02. 2016

30 https://wspieram.to/hejtoholik, data retrieved 6. 02. 2016

31 https://www.fans4club.com/project-nasza-historia, data retrieved 6. 02. 2016

32 http://wspieramkulture.pl/aktualnosci/119-Zapraszamy_na_pierwszy_w_polsce_Festival_Crowdfundingu_
CROWD_FESTIVAL

33 Czarnecka K., Hera koka hasz LSD (35 PPA), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSHG_B4GhFg, accessed 
6. 02. 2016

34 https://polakpotrafi.pl/profil/karola-czarnecka/projekty, accessed 6. 02. 2016

Successful fundraising campaigns for specific events or products abound in Poland — from 
videoclips, through art magazines35, artbooks36, music festivals37 to exhibitions. “Even the 
smallest donation will make you feel a part of the arts patronage,”38 encouraged orga-
nizers of one of the cultural crowdfunding campaigns, and this tagline seems to resonate 
quite well with local donors.

Interestingly, examples of politically engaged cultural production supported by the peer-
to-peer model are not uncommon in Poland. Quite symbolically, on the 8th of March 2013, 
Women’s Day in Poland, directors Marta Dzido and Piotr Śliwiński successfully gathered 
33‚000 PLN (7‚441 EUR) for a documentary movie about forgotten heroines of the 1980s 
“Solidarity” movement in Poland.39 Przemysław Wojcieszek’s documentary “Knives Out,” 
which draws on the recent parliamentary victory of Law and Justice party in Poland and 
the rise of anti-immigration sentiments, is expected to collect funds for distribution on 
a crowdfunding platform in 2016.40 A sociologist and author Joanna Jurkiewicz, whose 
non-fiction book on the shenanigans in the popular chain store Żabka was rejected by 
the publisher; it gathered 16‚152 PLN (3‚643 EUR) for print of a much anticipated “Dekada 
Ajentów” (“The Agent’s Decade”).41

Crowdfunding is still a niche. Wspieramkulture.pl gathered in a year as much as an influ-
ential artist gets from one visit to the Ministry of Culture, commented media scholar prof. 
Mirosław Filiciak in 2013. However, he also underlined an educational gravitas of this al-
ternative method of culture financing: “In the time of economic crisis cultural producers 
can contribute to establishing a new system of values, which is based more than before on 
social responsibility. I wish voluntary support for valuable projects became a sort of posi-
tive snobbery, or even an ethical commitment. Crowdfunding paves the way for it and also 
detaches collective donations from martyrology. And if someone links this model to vilified 
People’s Republic of Poland practice of forced ‘social actions,’ I recommend an alternative 
set of associations, for example with public fundraisers of the inter-war Poland and a flour-
ishing cooperative spirit of that era.”42

35 https://polakpotrafi.pl/projekt/magnetofonowa, data retrieved 6. 02. 2016

36 http://wspieramkulture.pl/projekt/341-Artbook-Poli-Dwurnik-GIRL-ON-CANVAS-DZIEWCZYNA-NA-PLOTNIE

37 http://www.musicaprivata.pl/, accessed 6. 02. 2016

38 http://www.centrumarchitektury.org/projekty/wystawa-domow-jednorodzinnych, accessed 6. 02. 2016

39 http://wspieramkulture.pl/projekt/45-Solidarnosc-wedlug-kobiet-pelnometrazowy-film-dokumentalny, data 
retrieved 6. 02. 2016

40 T. Felis, P.T., Polskie kino w roku 2016: śmiać się i bać się.“Gazeta Wyborcza” 3. 02. 2016, http://wyborcza.
pl/1‚75475‚19573451‚polskie-kino-w−2016-r-smiac-sie-i-bac-sie.html, accessed 6. 02. 2016

41 https://wspieram.to/projekt/4890/ciemna-strona-sieci-zabka, data retrieved 6. 02. 2016

42 2013/2014 Nowe Otwarcie, „Dwutygodnik“nr 1 (124) 2014, http://www.dwutygodnik.com/ar-
tykul/4994–20132014-nowe-otwarcie.html, accessed 6. 02. 2016
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https://wspieram.to/hejtoholik
https://www.fans4club.com/project-nasza-historia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSHG_B4GhFg
https://polakpotrafi.pl/profil/karola-czarnecka/projekty
https://polakpotrafi.pl/projekt/magnetofonowa
http://www.musicaprivata.pl/
http://www.centrumarchitektury.org/projekty/wystawa-domow-jednorodzinnych
http://wspieramkulture.pl/projekt/45-Solidarnosc-wedlug-kobiet-pelnometrazowy-film-dokumentalny
http://wyborcza.pl/1,75475,19573451,polskie-kino-w-2016-r-smiac-sie-i-bac-sie.html
http://wyborcza.pl/1,75475,19573451,polskie-kino-w-2016-r-smiac-sie-i-bac-sie.html
https://wspieram.to/projekt/4890/ciemna-strona-sieci-zabka
http://www.dwutygodnik.com/artykul/4994-20132014-nowe-otwarcie.html
http://www.dwutygodnik.com/artykul/4994-20132014-nowe-otwarcie.html
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In addition to financial backing, crowdfunding brings a plethora of non-monetary bene-
fits to cultural producers and their audiences. For example, this model blends production, 
marketing, sales and networking processes into a continuum, which helps to sustain long-
term interest in novel, often experimental projects. It also contributes to overturning the 
established hierarchy of “active” artists and “passive” spectators and listeners. Project 
supporters not only constitute a natural public of promotional events and a specifically 
targeted group of potential customers; they may also be willing to volunteer in future ar-
tistic endeavors, contributing not only money, but also their time and niche or scarce skills. 
Crowdfunding should be also regarded as a form of crowdsourcing, promoting the culture 
of feedback via surveys and open-ended responses, which are promising tools for building 
collectives or new movements. Cultural and creative projects can be founded long-term by 
audience engagement, which includes workshops or trainings. Aside from fairly traditional 
illustration, film or photography workshops, Polish creatives market their unique skills by 
organizing trainings in typography, woodwork, or food design, and this list is by no means 
exhaustive.

What’s next?
Alternative forms of financing – cultural entrepreneurialism, culture-business cooperation, 
and crowdfunding – buttress culture and creative industries in Poland, as more and more 
individual and organizations are adopting mixed funding models. These new strategies 
to some extent allow for reducing the influence of traditional gatekeeepers, including in-
stitutions and art dealers, and give more agency and clout to cultural producers. On the 
flipside, dependency on the state subsidies is being replaced with the dependency on the 
market.

While we are probably going to see a continuing growth and spread of those trends in the 
coming years, along come others. The British National Endowment for Science, Technol-
ogy and the Arts (Nesta) predicts the rise of the crowdfunding consultant43. Consulting 
organizations empower artists and art organizations helping them to be more effective 
as businesses and successful in securing funding. Cultural industries’ growing needs for 
viable strategies and business plans may result in creating many new jobs in management, 
fundraising and marketing. There is also room for leveraging new technologies for arts 
and crafts, namely development of new software, including mobile apps to improve work 
organization and sales management. These also constitute new opportunities for cultural 
industries in Poland and the rest of Central Europe.

43 The Rise of the Crowdfunding Consultant, Nesta 16. 07. 2015, http://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/rise-crowdfund-
ing-consultant, accessed 6. 02. 2016

APPENDIX

Selected successful cultural crowdfunding campaigns from Poland

Project Funds raised Platform Year

Cohabitat Gathering Festival 97‚877 PLN Polakpotrafi.pl 2012

Card game “By Fire & Swords” $82‚384 Kickstarter 2013

Documentary movie “Solidarity 
according to Women”

33‚345 PLN Wspieramkulture.pl 2013

Karolina Czarnecka “Koka, hera, 
hasz, LSD” music video

36‚911 PLN Polakpotrafi.pl 2014

Music recording with Viola 
Organista sound

$10‚000 Kickstarter 2015

Source: presentation of the data available on the platform sites (as of 6 February 2016).

http://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/rise-crowdfunding-consultant
http://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/rise-crowdfunding-consultant
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